Engrave information on backside of gage.

CSX GAGE TRK-014
Nominal 14 dia bowl
Use per CSX repair specification
Difference between body dia
and truck bowl must not exceed 1-3/8"

Reference:
CSX Drawing L0816001
Centerplate and bolster bowl gage
Gage number TRK-014

Manufacture tolerance
Unless otherwise specified: +/- 1/32

Boxed dimensions are minimum characteristics to be verified for recertification.
Recertification tolerance +/- .020"

Material: 304 Stainless Steel
Thickness: 1/8

Scale: .35x

Winchester Industries Inc.
Center Plate & Bolster Bowl Gage

Size: A
Job: #
Dwg No: W242-9
Disk:
Rev:

Customer: Winchester
Eng: JCD
08/23/2000